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Abstract
Stochastic shape–perturbation, called shape– or hyper–
texturing, represents an attractive way for renderingmany
complex surface structures including fur, fire, cotton or
rocks. While current methods often limit applications to
static, isolated and rather simple objects, this paper at-
tempts to provide a more general approach, based on pro-
jection schemes. The presented technique not only per-
mits to deal with various shapes, but furthermore com-
bines perturbation with animation using 3D deformation
models based on a principle of smoothed particles. The
parameters of the deformation are controlled by the user
through ”projection primitives”. Examples of animated
surface behaviors (applied to usual polyhedrons such as
the Utah teapot) including morphing, fluttering, burning
and waving illustrate the possibilities of the approach.

Key words: rendering, realism, surface perturbation,
hypertexturing, animation, mass–spring–based deforma-
tion, smoothed particles.

1 Introduction

Realism, which represents one of the most challeng-
ing problems in computer graphics, is closely related to
the level of details at which surface complexity is mod-
eled. Past investigations outline that complex ”macro-
scopic” surface primitives, such as for example fur, cot-
ton, textiles, rocks or erosion, are more efficiently simu-
lated with a special kind of volumetric texturing approach
[17, 23, 10, 21, 13, 15], than with explicit ”brute force”
geometric models (for example polyhedrons). Explicit
models often lead to huge geometric data bases and un-
necessarily increase the actual scene complexity.
In [23], Perlin and Hoffert introduce a method based

on stochastic density modulation, called shape- or hyper-
texturing. This method allows for multiple visual simula-
tions beyond the possibilities of bump mapping [3], hori-
zonmapping [19] and displacementmapping [7] to be ob-
tained. Its great polyvalence led to various visual results,
such as furry spheres, eroded cubes, or fire balls, and pro-
vided among the most advanced ”textures” (in fact the
concept is very close to geometric modeling) obtained to

date. In [10], the principle of stochastic surface ”pertur-
bation” is extended to more complex objects, including
polyhedrons and CSG models (provided that the surfaces
verify some basic topological conditions). This method
introduced the use of skeletons and distancemeasurement
in order to obtain ”pseudo-implicit” descriptions of these
objects (a volumetric description in the form of a poten-
tial field). In [16] and [14], perturbations were also ap-
plied to implicit surfaces.
However, as opposed to density variation 3D textures

[12, 25], the 3D shape-perturbation methodology has not
been deepened much further by researchers. Most of
the previously mentioned complex phenomena, such as
fire or hairs for example, were rather investigated us-
ing specialized physically-motivated approaches [26, 8,
1]. Shape-texturing cannot be compared with these ap-
proaches since, in contrast, it uses neither collections of
explicit models (for example blobs or individual hairs),
nor is it based on physical principles. Shape-texturing
remains a purely ”visual” approach, where the final ap-
pearance of the ”macroscopic surface primitives” (hairs,
flames, etc.) is entirely determined by the stochastic
perturbation function [23]. This direct use of stochas-
tic functions makes the problem of applying and using
shape perturbation harder tractable, but also far more at-
tractive. Shape-textures have two major advantages: the
same model can be used in the context of a lot of very
different effects. That is, only a few parameters need
be changed to obtain either fur, or fire, or ice, or cotton
or dripping plastic. Second, the description remains ex-
tremely compact, even in the case of very complex struc-
tures such as fur. This is related to the procedural na-
ture of the methodology. Unfortunately, shape textures
also raise several substantial problems, which may ex-
plain their limited use at these days (apart from the fact
that the computational requirements are extremely impor-
tant):

� the macroscopic primitives are entirely determined
by the 3D perturbation function. It may become dif-
ficult to define appropriate functions to obtain pre-
cise effects and structures (what function will give



hairs, picks, flames, etc.?). The problem of turning
a certain geometry into a corresponding stochastic
function is a difficult – not yet – resolved problem;

� as opposed to texture maps or solid textures, the ap-
plication to common objects (such as the Utah teapot
polyhedron) is not straightforward. Basically, the
methodology requires that the objects be modeled in
a ”volumetric” manner. In [23], objects were pro-
cedurally modeled in the form of density variation
functions, and mainly simple shapes were consid-
ered (spheres, cubes, donuts, etc.);

� animating and deforming hypertextures by com-
bining the methodology with physically-based ap-
proaches has not been addressed and seems difficult
because of the polyvalence of the model. However,
interactions among objects (collisions for example)
or deformations due to force fields or due to motion
(fur fluttering in wind fields, flames flickering, etc.)
need to be considered, since applications rarely re-
main purely static in computer graphics.

Although we have already addressed the first point
(the problematic of turning simple shapes such as bumps,
picks, etc. into appropriate functions) in [11] by intro-
ducing a profile analysis, our approach remains only ap-
plicable to some very particular cases. In this paper, we
do not discuss this delicate problem, but rather propose
solutions for the two other mentioned points, namely the
application of shape perturbation to common objects, as
well as the consideration of animation. Therefore, the ini-
tial model developed in [10] is first improved by extend-
ing the principle of skeletons to a more general concept
of ”projection schemes”. The method of [10] is limited
by the fact that restrictive topological conditions must be
verified, and by the fact that the potential fields are not
continuous throughout the 3D space. The latter often re-
sults in visual artifacts. The new formulation allows to
avoid both restrictions, and permits to extend the range
of objects that can be ”perturbed”. Beyond improving
the previous model, we additionally propose a blending
technique, with similarity to implicit surfaces, in order to
extend the modeling possibilities.
In a second part of this paper, animation is addressed

by introducing a deformation model based on systems of
smoothed particles. We show how deformations (for ex-
ample involving simple physical principles, such as mass-
spring systems) can be combined with the previously de-
scribed perturbation methodology in order to obtain vi-
sually convincing motions, including waving, fluttering,
burning, etc. All of the new concepts introduced in this
paper allow for various complex visual simulations, gen-
erally hardly realizable using traditional approaches (ex-

plicit geometric models), to be obtained and easily con-
trolled.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

In section 2, the general principle of using projection
schemes to obtain pseudo–implicit descriptions of sur-
faces is described. The blending technique is also pre-
sented. In section 3, one deformation model, based on a
mass-spring system is developed and applied to our tech-
nique. This simple deformation model is used as an ex-
ample to show how perturbations can be merged with
deformation models, using smoothed particles and the
projection schemes. Applications to more sophisticated
deformation models are straightforward. Finally, some
graphical results are presented.

2 Shape perturbation, pseudo-implicit surfaces and
skeletons

In the following subsection, we briefly describe the ap-
proach developed in [10], and outline its main limitations.
This leads us to a more general formulation, explained in
subsection 2.2. Finally, in subsection 2.3, the blending
technique is presented.

2.1 The skeleton-based model and its limitations
Basically, ”distance surfaces” can be obtained using
skeletons and potential fields [34]. Often, they represent
an easier to control alternative to traditional implicit sur-
faces, i.e. defined using a direct mathematical formula-
tion. The projection-based shape-perturbation approach
follows the inverse path. We first start with a given closed
and orientable surfaceH , that can be for example a poly-
hedron. Because of its topological conditions,H divides
the space into an inside and outside. Then, a geometric
primitive S, called ”skeleton” in [10], is put strictly in-
side H (see figure 1). S does not need to be computed
as the morphological skeleton of H , but on the contrary,
may have any shape and is freely designed by the user.
It represents a ”tool”, used to steer the synthesis of the
shape-texture. The possibility of ”free” modeling is es-
sential for the control of the global aspects of the pertur-
bation (in fact, using an other ”skeleton”, results in an
other aspect of the shape-texture).
Once modeled, the skeleton is used to derive a

”pseudo–implicit” description of the surface H . Let be
W �P �, where P �x� y� z� represents any point of the 3D
space, a function that measures either the proximity toH
or to the skeleton S. W returns a scalar value between 0
and 1, and represents a kind of equivalent counterpart to
the iso-potential fields commonly used with implicit sur-
faces [4]. W is defined as � � GP

GR
, where G represents

the closest projection of P onto S, and R the closest in-
tersection between the lineGP andH , that always exists
because of the topological conditions. The closest pro-



Figure 1: An example of skeleton S inside a Utah teapot
polyhedron. We added some polygons in order to make
it closed (left). The skeleton S together withH allows us
to define a potential field and to build a pseudo-implicit
description of this teapot (middle). It can then, (right),
be perturbed using a stochastic function such as the solid
noise of [22]. The perturbation engenders macroscopic
primitives.

jection on a skeleton made of points, segments and faces,
can be obtained using simple perpendicular projections.
The computation is simple, but unfortunately, the so re-
sulting field is not always continuous (see the next sub-
section). W �P � is equal to 1, if P is on the skeleton, 0
if P is exactly upon H and for example 0.5, if P is at
mid-way between S andH .
W �P � represents a function of the 3D space that de-

scribes the object H as a ”full” volume. Its border is
given by W �P � � �. H can be stochastically ”per-
turbed”, that is, shape-textures applied to any kind of
closed and orientable surface, by ”perturbing” W . We
use following model [10]:

W �P � � ��
GP

� �GR
� � � ��

�

�
���P �� ��

� represents the perturbing factor, � (between 0 and
1) the ”depth” of the perturbation and � the perturbation
function, almost equivalent to Perlin’s dmf [23]. � re-
turns scalar values between -1 and 1 and is generally, but
not restricted to, a stochastic function of the 3D space.
It can be, for example, one of [22, 18, 32]. Note that
perturbing a volume H , is not the same as perturbing
its mesh. In our case, the topology may change, and
very complex ”disconnected” structures can be obtained.
It is also advantageous to use a volumetric description
rather than a mesh, because translucency can be pro-
cessed straightforwardly. Indeed, it is possible to assign
to W �P � a density variation (for example from 1 on S,
down to 0 on H) in order to simulate fuzzy and blurry
structures such as fur, fire, cotton, clouds, etc. (see figure
3, for an example of fuzzy structure applied to a box).
The choice of the perturbation function is essential,

since it ”shapes” the different macroscopic surface prim-
itives (either bubbles, or hairs, or flames, etc.). Figure 2
illustrates different structures, obtained for different func-
tions (all of them based on noise and turbulence [22]).

Figure 2: The perturbation function shapes the surface
elements (picks, hairs, etc.)

We applied the perturbations to simple balls and used as
skeleton their center. For these figures, we evaluated the
function � at R instead of P . This makes the structures
”projected” onto the skeleton (resulting in picks, hairs,
etc.). The shape and position of the skeleton strongly in-
fluences (in an intuitive manner) the directions and ori-
entations of these picks. For ”disconnected” structures,
such as shown in figure 1, the shape and position of the
skeleton also influences the global aspect of the texture:
in particular, the macroscopic structures become denser
as they come closer to the skeleton.

Rendering is performed as follows. When a ray strikes
and enters the surface H , this ray is sampled into more
or less regularly spaced points Pi. According to whether
W is positive or negative, these points will lie respec-
tively inside or outside the perturbed surface. The true
intersections between the perturbed surface and the ray
can be computed by refinement using a binary search for
example. In order to apply a shader, normal vectors are
computed with the help of the gradient ofW . More opti-
mized techniques, as for example presented in [15] in the
case of displacement shaders, may be used, but we cur-
rently did not develop such techniques. It is also possible
to render fuzzy and translucent structures by accumulat-
ing densities, as presented in [23].

2.2 Using extended projection schemes

The previously described ”skeleton”-based perturbation
model turns out to be actually very general. There are no
real restrictions concerning the shapes ofH and S, except
the topological condition of H and the fact that S needs
to be put ”correctly” inside H . In fact, S materializes
a kind of ”primitive” that allows us to define a projec-
tion scheme, and, thus, to derive a distance measurement
function (and a potential field). Keeping this concept
of projecting onto simple geometric primitives in mind,
it becomes possible to generalize the initial approach of
[10], by considering more general ”projection-schemes”
rather than ”skeletons” combinedwith perpendicular pro-
jections (closest distances). A more general formulation
allows us to extend the application of shape-perturbation
to other complex objects, that do not verify the topologi-
cal conditions. It additionally permits to avoid problems



Figure 3: Resolving problems of discontinuities using ad-
vanced projection schemes.

of discontinuities due to the perpendicular projection. In
the following paragraphs, we present two examples of ex-
tensions: the first, allows to avoid discontinuities, and the
second allows to extend the class of objects that can be
perturbed. The latter also permits to construct automati-
cally the projection primitives.
Using closest distances to geometric features such as

points, segments and faces introduces discontinuities on
equidistant regions. Figure 3 illustrates an example of
discontinuity. The object to be perturbed is a box, and
the skeleton is given by two joint symmetric segments
making a certain angle between them (see the left part
of figure 3). Using a perpendicular projection (a clos-
est projection) infers a subdivision of the space into three
distinct regions: two regions, whose respective points are
closest to one of the two respective segments, and one
region of equidistant points (in this case, it is a plane di-
viding the box into two equal parts). The potential field
given byW �P � obviously exhibits a discontinuity on that
region. Often, this results in unpleasant visual artifacts,
as shown by the middle part of figure 3. In what follows,
we show that it is possible to avoid such artifacts by ex-
tending the projection technique.
The extension consists of ”smoothing” the projection,

by considering mean values among the primitives. Let be
Si the different skeleton primitives, andGi the respective
points obtained by projecting P on Si. Ri represent the
respective intersections with H . Instead of keeping only
the closest Gi, we shall use all values by computing an
average:

W �P � � ��

P
wiGiP

� �

P
wiGiR

where wi represents a weight (in fact, a function rep-
resenting a smoothing kernel depending on the distance
GiP ). The right part of figure 3 illustrates the result ob-
tained for the previous box by applying the ”advanced”
projection scheme. As visible, there no longer appear
any discontinuities. The whole hypertexture, as well as
the potential field have been smoothed, thus canceling out
visual artifacts.
Beyond resolving problems of discontinuities, ad-

vanced projection schemes can also be used to extend the
range of objects that can be perturbed. The texel map-

Figure 4: Construction of a texel-like ”skin”.

ping principle [17], for example, that consists of adding a
”skin” to objects, can be instantly transposed to the new
formulation in the following way. For each polygon of
the surface H , we construct a new corresponding poly-
gon using an interpolated normal vector on its vertices
(see figure 4), plus a certain given span. Doing this for
each polygon of the object yields a kind of dilatation, i.e.
a new larger surface H �. Between H and H �, we obtain
a ”skin” which is characterized by a certain given depth.
Each couple of polygons determines one elementary vol-
ume, i.e. a ”texel”. Now, H can be used as projection
primitive and H � as surface to be perturbed. Therefore,
we simply use a projection scheme based on a interpola-
tion of the normal vectors (see figure 5) of the vertices.
That is, the interpolated normal vector on P defines a
line, that can be used to compute intersections withH and
H �, i.e. we obtain respectively G and R. The global use
of the perturbed distance functionW remains the same as
previously described, but there are no longer topological
restrictions concerning the objects. Also the ”projection
primitive” is computed automatically.
We note however, that unfortunately, this approach is

not universal, and cannot be used for all kinds of objects.
Some restrictions remain. In particular, the skin might
self–intersect if the span is chosen too large, thus yielding
”impossible” objects.
Figure 6 illustrates a cotton-like texture applied to a

torus (note the ”soft” translucent structure of the texture).
We used the previously described technique, by first con-
structing a skin around the shape, which gives a certain
profoundness to the texture.
The two previously described techniques allow us to

avoid problems of discontinuities, as well as problems of
limitations concerning the range of objects that can be
perturbed. The choice between both techniques mainly
depends on the type of object that is to be perturbed.
In the remainder of this paper, we essentially used the
first technique to apply the hypertextures to polyhedrons
(mainly because of simplicity). However, all principles
also apply to the second ”texel-like” approach.
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Figure 5: Defining a new texel appropriated projection
scheme to apply perturbations.

Figure 6: A ”soft” texture applied to a torus using a texel-
like skin.

Note that the consideration of general projection
schemes opens the way to the creation of various new
perturbation schemes, that can be adapted to particular
classes of objects. With appropriate schemes, it seems
that nearly all objects can be hypertextured and perturbed.
In addition, many more different types of perturbations
are imaginable using more, different projection schemes.

2.3 Blending
The described projection-based approach is a powerful
technique for applying shape-perturbations to the most
complex and various objects. It considers, however, all
objects independently, without accounting for interac-
tions. We now extend the model to multiple interacting
structures, by considering blending.
The simplest way of dealing with interactions is basi-

Figure 7: Blending different perturbed polyhedrons.

cally to ignore them (see the left part of figure 7). But,
this is only possible in some very limited and particu-
lar cases, since it not matches the actual physical reality.
Because of the close relationship between the ”pseudo-
implicit” surfaces that we introduced in section 2.1 and
”real” implicit surfaces, it seems possible, at least at the
first sight, to consider physical interactions, such as col-
lisions, as it has been investigated for example in [6].
Unfortunately, we do not dispose of iso-potential fields
in our case, thus impeding a direct application of these
methods. Still, interactions can be considered, using un-
physical approaches (not volume preserving, for exam-
ple). We implemented a simple way of blending per-
turbed surfaces, by using again the distance measurement
function, W , and by computing an average over neigh-
boring structures as follows:

W �P � �

P
miWi�P �P

mi

� mi � �
GiRi

GiP
�

�

pw

i represents the different interacting surfaces. Intu-
itively, the equation formally describes that, while points
lie inside the surfaces (where W is positive), material is
added. On the contrary, material is removed, if points lie
outside (where W is negative). In both of these cases, the
amount depends on the proximity of the projection prim-
itive. The coefficient pw is used to control how much
the shapes do influence neighbors. Figure 7 illustrates
an example of blending in the case of three overlapping
objects (three polyhedrons). The upper row shows the
objects without perturbation, and the lower one the result
obtained with a certain rock-like perturbation. The left
part represents the reference, i.e. no blending. The three
remaining couples of pictures, from left to right, illustrate
the influence of an increasing coefficient pw (respectively
0.2, 0.5 and 1.0). Note that the shapes’ sizes decrease be-
cause of the subtractive effect.
The main application field of blending, is to be able to

model complex shapes using basically simpler ones, pre-
serving a certain global coherence. Mount Rushmore (see
figure 8), for example well illustrates this. Each United
States president’s bust represents one individual ”basic”
shape, that can be modeled and stochastically perturbed
to get the typical eroded rock–like structure. But, as visi-
ble on the illustration, Mount Rushmore obviously forms
only one unique coherent object. This is precisely the
kind of effect that can be well reproduced using the pre-
viously described ”blending” technique (see figure 7).

3 Applying deformations using smoothed particles

The projection–based shape perturbation methodology,
including blending, is only depending on a geometric in-



Figure 8: Mount Rushmore (real photograph) illustrates
a possible application of blending, in the case of a rock
structure

formation, given by the shapes and positions of the sur-
faces and the projection primitives. Consequently, global
space deformation approaches, as surveyed in [2], di-
rectly become applicable. In fact, global space deforma-
tion approaches turn out to be extremely useful, when-
ever one needs to deal with an indistinct geometry that
has no apparent border or precise shape, as it is the case
with perturbation. For a similar reason, a space deforma-
tion approach was used by Neyret in [20] to animate tex-
els. However, the latter technique does not apply to ours,
because of the more complex structures that the pertur-
bation engenders, as opposed to the repeated elementary
volumes characterizing texels.

Let be � a global space deformation. In order to ap-
ply � to the perturbed object, we proceed as follows. �
is first applied to H in order to compute the new bound-
aries of the object. The primitives (bubbles, hairs, etc.)
are deformed during the rendering process using���, an
inverse deformation (in fact, a transformation that maps
back each point to its initial position). That is, when the
ray strikes and enters the surface of ��H�, each point Pi
is replaced by ����Pi�, while the values of W are still
computed with the original surface H using the associ-
ated projection scheme.

Physically–motivated deformation models have a long
history in computer graphics [28, 29, 30]. Many ap-
proaches use particles systems [31, 5, 33], as initially in-
troduced by [24]. To define simple 3D space deforma-
tions, we shall also use a particles system (i.e. a set of
finit moving points that are carrying some information).
The extension to the entire space is then performed us-
ing a smoothing kernel in a similar way as presented in
[9]. The advantage of the particles system is that the mo-
tion can be viewed and modified interactively for small
sets. In the remainder of this section, we more partic-
ularly develop a simple mass–spring based deformation
model, with similarity to [27] (in [27] mass–spring sys-
tems were used to animate spline curves representing
vegetation branches). This simple model is used as an

example, but the global methodology applies to any other
deformation scheme based on particles. The main objec-
tive of this section is to show how the deformation can be
merged with the perturbation principle, and how some of
the parameters can be linked to the projection primitive
in order to control some global aspects.
Let be xi the particles. To each xi an own mass mi is

assigned. The material’s ”solidity” is simulated as all xi
are suspended at their initial position xi��� by a spring of
stiffness ki. The behavior of a single mass–spring system
is trivially governed by following differential equation:

mi 	xi � migi � kixi � f 
xi � F

where f represents a friction coefficient, g the gravity
constant and F an external force. This system can be
numerically resolved using an Eulerian scheme, i.e. using
finite approximations of the differentials.
The particles inside the volume need to be chosen care-

fully, in order to fill the volume densely enough to prevent
artifacts due to the smoothing operation and to the related
interpolation. The selection of particles can be made reg-
ular, by using the vertices of a grid, or adaptive, accord-
ing to the shape of the object and according to regions
of high frequencies. In practice, we used a regular grid,
plus the particles representing the vertices of the mesh of
H . Figure 9 illustrates an example of particles distribu-
tion. The two left pictures show the meshes (the initial
one and the deformed one). The two pictures on the right
show the particles. We used a 3D force field based on a
low frequency noise which can be assimilated to wind.
None of themodel’s parameters (stiffness, weight, etc.)

need to be constant inside the volume. On the contrary,
the projection primitive can (must) be used to modulate
the values, in order to provide a certain user control and
to avoid incoherently moving particles. Often the projec-
tion primitive (in the case of the pawn of figure 9, it is a
segment matching the central axis) materializes a kind of
rigid ”deepest interior”. Therefore, we made the stiffness
coefficient dependent on the distance to the axis. The
stiffness increases as the points come closer to the axis.
This variation can be made linear or exponential, result-
ing in different global behaviors and visual aspects. More
generally, all of the parameters characterizing a particular
physical model of deformation, can be set with respect to
the distance to the projection primitives.
Once the motion has been ”designed” in real time, it

needs to be applied to the actual ”perturbed” object. The
deformation� corresponds to a displacement of all points
with respect to their initial position pi. The inverse defor-
mation, is obtained using the inverse displacement vec-
tor. ���, which is at this time only defined on the finite
points xi, is smoothly extended to the entire continuous



Figure 9: Particles help to visualize the motion in real
time.

volume, by using an interpolation according to a certain
smoothing kernelK:

��� �
X

K�P � xi�����xi�

where ��� represents the inverse deformation on the
discrete locations. It is defined as the displacement
Dxi����xi�t�, where xi�t� represents the position of a
particle at time t. In practice, we used a smoothing ker-
nel K inversely proportional to the distance, that takes
the value 0 beyond a certain maximal distance. In order
to directly access the closest particles inside the volume,
and thus to get a more efficient computation, especially
if huge numbers of particles are used, we also subdivide
the volume of ����H� into a regular grid of voxels, each
voxel containing an own list of particles xi�t�. For com-
puting the inverse deformation on P , we only use the par-
ticles of the voxel including P , as well as those of the
26–connected neighboring voxels. The size of the voxels
depends on the size of the smoothing kernel.

4 Results

4.1 Direct animation
Making the perturbation function � time dependent di-
rectly yields animation. Animation is also possible,
if some parameters are modified according to time,
for example � that represents the depth of the shape-
perturbation or by changing and moving the projection
primitive and/or the interacting polyhedrons. The first
upper filmstrip of figure 10 represents five frames out of
a video sequence, that progressively increases the tex-
ture depth �. As function �, we used the solid noise
of [22]. This animation, randomly perturbing the teapot,
looks somewhat like ”disintegration”. An other kind of
animation consists of ”morphing” the surface aspect. We
simply need to linearly interpolate the coefficients and
the parameters of the projection–based model. The sec-
ond strip of figure 10 shows some frames out of a video
sequence, that consists of morphing a ground–like sur-
face into a metallic teapot, ”bombed” with holes. The

Figure 10: Two examples of direct animation: disintegra-
tion and morphing.

Figure 11: (left) peaks without deformation, (middle) ap-
plying a noise-based stochastic force field. (right) apply-
ing the deformation to a ”soft” texture.

obtained morphing is rather of good quality. Many more
types of animation are conceivable and simple to real-
ize. Concerning timings, one frame of each of these se-
quences required about half an hour computation time on
a Silicon Graphics O2 workstation, with a R5000 proces-
sor and 128Mb RAM for a resolution of 400*300 pixels.

4.2 Animation based on particles
Figure 11 illustrates a waving deformation obtained us-
ing a low frequency noise–based vector field. This de-
formation corresponds to the one presented in figure 9
in the previous section. This animation well outlines the
importance it has to modulate the stiffness according to
the proximity of the projection primitive. Indeed, with-
out modulation the entire object would unnaturally and
elastically move, as opposed to the ”branches’ extremi-
ties” only. The picture on the left (without deformation)
required about 40 minutes for rendering. With deforma-
tion (right), it required about 2 hours (in both cases using
9 stochastic rays per pixel, for antialiasing). The right
part of figure 11 shows the same deformation applied to
a ”soft” (translucent) texture.
Figure 12 illustrates two more examples of deforma-

tions. The left part shows a fluttering behavior, obtained
using a similar approach as for figure 11, applied to a



Figure 12: More examples: (right) fluttering, (left) burn-
ing.

perturbed ball. The animation however looks different
because the random force field has a higher frequency.
The right part represents a kind of burning stick. In this
case, only the perturbation function was deformed (not
the object itself). This deformation is based on particles
moving away from the projection primitive (the central
axis of the stick). No springs were used. We note that this
approach for the simulation of ”burning”, remains purely
empirical, as opposed to the model presented in [26].
Nonetheless, the result looks visually convincing, which
outlines the great polyvalence of the shape perturbation
methodology, especially for rendering complex phenom-
ena. The fire structure was obtained using a squared tur-
bulence function [22], plus different colors on the projec-
tion primitive and the surfaceH (respectively yellow and
red), as suggested in [23, 10].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a general method of ap-
plying stochastic surface perturbations to the most vari-
ous objects. We also considered blending, and showed
how the model can be combined with particles based de-
formations. As a result, we obtained various complex
visual simulations, such as morphing or fluttering. The
simulations are computed according to parameters con-
trolled by the user through the projection primitives. The
whole method allows to considerably extend the applica-
tion field of shape perturbation, while it remains simple
to implement.
Beyond texturing, shape perturbation offers a power-

ful alternative to traditional geometric modeling (explicit
models, such as polyhedrons). A major restriction, how-
ever, lies in the high computational requirements inher-
ited from the related volume rendering technique. This
is actually the price for memory space preservation (be-
cause of the procedural nature). The main problem is the
computation of the distance measurement functionW . If
the projection scheme is complex and the object modeled
using many polygons, the timings might become rapidly
important. Still, the method remains an interesting way
to deal with complex, more or less stochastic animated
behaviors.

Apart from excessive computational requirements,
there are additional topics that need to be furthermore
investigated. For example, it is always difficult to com-
pute ”exact” intersections with complex potential fields:
some small features might be missed. An other important
point is how to control the perturbation function to obtain
precise effects (first point mentioned in the introduction).
All of these problems are currently representing impor-
tant obstacles to the use of shape perturbation as an open
modeling tool.
Some future topics that we aim to develop, consist of

using well chosen noise- and turbulence-based [22] per-
turbations, combined with simplified physical models of
flowing liquids, in order to simulate rapid turbulent water
flows. We also intend to extend interactions to collisions
with rigid objects.
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